The first taste we got of "Descensus" came in the opener, "Schema." The meaning this strange apparition could possibly represent.

In Green’s absence, Circa Survive would meet up every so often at their creek house to write. I never want to see clear. There’s nothing that could be there now. X marks the page you see.

In a cold white room, I want to know who’ll be there when...

In dusting off the ol’ dictionary, it is known that the appropriate definition of ‘schema’ is “a representation of a plan or theory in the form of an outline or model.”

At some point, it probably becomes fruitless to review new Circa Survive records. The chaotic, unrelenting "Schema" delivers in spades, with its first 10.

Get aboard the Circa Survive hype train with the video for brand new track "We’re Sure There Are Layers of Meaning Behind This, Especially With the Old Men."

Lyrics for "Schema" by Circa Survive. I never wanna see Circa Survive - Schema lyrics / Musixmatch or highlight lyrics to explain their meaning. EXPLAIN.

The day has finally arrived! Circa Survive have not only given us their new song ‘Schema’ from their soon to be released album Descensus, but have also given.

submitted 10 months ago * by WeareCircaSurvive. sorry, this has At the moment it’s going to be schema, child of the desert, and only the sun. I know, I Can you give us a brief preview as to the meaning behind most of this new album?

Circa Survive have released the new music video for their song "Schema." The song comes off the band’s upcoming record Decensus, which will be released. Owned by Circa Survive and Sumerian Records. Play now.

Mix - Circa Survive.

Lyrics to "Schema" song by CIRCA SURVIVE: I never want to see clear at all. There’s nothing that could be there now. X marks the page you see...

Tag Archive Circa Survive Last week, Circa Survive gave us the opening track from their brand new album Descensus, entitled 'Schema', as well as a video.
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